
ABRIDGEMENT

This actual Ph.D. dissertation (Title: „History and role of hungarian commercial banksegment”) focuses on
free coherent problems: (1) the historical development of domestic banksystem, (2) its main features, (3)
and throughout the dissertation I try to explain and delineate a new approach of efficiency of commercial
banks - contrary to the accepted relevant approach(es) of relevant publications and literature. Accordingly,
this dissertation deals significantly with (1) the dynamics and change of the role of domestic banksegment,
(2) their positions or importances within the whole banksystem, (3) establishes a historical survey and (4)
as a final section, the changes of the hungarian economy in the 1990s will be discussed with regard to the
selected relevant area of the banksystem. I emphasize, therefore, throughout this dissertation the analysis of
the structure of  hungarian banksystem and thereby the demonstration of the structure (and teh main
changes) of the hungarian lending mechanism. The  phenomenon - define simply and solely as lending
mechanism - represents that constant level which determines the adequacy to the original and
classical function of commercial banks and the correlation between this constant level and their
position within the actual economical structure. However, it should be noted that in this dissertation I
define the commercial bank as a classical conceptual category and this kid of definition may be very
different from the recent legal codification of commercial banks.
I identify the KHM approach or aptitude throughout the dissertation as the most important factor of this
classical conceptual category. I argue that this approach is an immanent characteristic of the history of
hungarian banksegment but this approach is gradually deprived: in the last ten years researchers and experts
identify the headway of an owner’ s approach and this seems to be the absolute dominant trend in the
hungarian banksegment too. Based on this logic or contexture, in this dissertation the conception
„commercial bank” means the special functional distinction established early in the development of
the hungarian banksystem. In other words the conception „commercial bank” is understood here in a
broad sense, comprising all financial institutions without altruism, philantropism and with the pure
aim of  lending. We should identify the diachronic aspect as the main characteristic of this dissertation and
this analysis (or aspect) confines not only to the presentation of the first great historical dimension; the
functional analysis based on diachronic research is merely an additional attempt. However, it should
be noted that such analysis (or research) shouldn’t be independent and ahistoric. The other
dimension - as a period from the very beginning of the hungarian banksector to recent days – of my
dissertation is the interpretation the role of commercial banks.
Beyond that this actual dissertation deals on the one hand in details with the phenomenon of financial
intermediation of commercial banks and on the other hand with the investigation of the growing role of
foreign investors in the outlined, relevant segment. The choosed and scientifically appropriate research base
is naturally the historical time-level of hungarian commercial banks. The goal is merely an objective
assessment. I use the above described dimensions on the one part parallel, on the other part in succession.
On the contrary of owner’ s aspect of efficiency I work out the classical efficiency modell of the
commercial banks. By the aid of this modell (apprehended as a diachronic historical research) I argue the
absent of the adequate correlation/connection between the owner’ s aspect of efficiency of commercial
banks and the classical efficiency of commercial banks. Using this KHM approach consequently
throughout the dissertation I try to attest the adaptability of  an acceptable complex ratio which integrates
this kind of aspect and adequat enough to this approach.
Another important aim of this dissertation is to attract the reader’ s attention to the considerable historical
role of the foreign investors or investions in the analysed segment of the economy. I argue that the role of
investors in historical perspective in this banksegment is significantly permanent.
Using the BAR (classical bank activity ratio) constructed on the basis of KHM approach I try to identify an
enough explanative bankmodell and I try to emphasize the absent correlation between the appearance of
foreign investors and the changes of hungarian commercial bank’ s efficiency. I also argue that the
efficiency of commercial banks in Hungary is in significant connection with the loan (or lending) intensity
of commercial banks. On the basis of KHM aspect I evolve the subjective periodization of the history
hungarian commercial banksegment and we draw an amazing conclusion: the main carachteristic of the
history of hungarian commercial banks is the cyclical adjunctive continuity. However, the interval and
intensity of these cycles is gradually decreasing.
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